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HSBPA NEWS: Winter 2017
Announcement!
The Hawaii Shore & Beach
Preservation Association
(HSBPA) is an organization of
private sector, academic,
government professionals,
students, and local community
members dedicated to the
preservation and restoration of
Hawaii’s beaches and coastal
environments.
The HSBPA aims to bring
together various members of
the coastal community and
have established the following
goals:
• Foster dialogue and
cooperation on coastal
management issues in Hawaii,
including but not limited to:
beach preservation and
restoration, coastal
environment protection,
coastal erosion and shoreline
protection, sediment
management, shoreline
access, natural resource value
and economics of beach and
coastal resources, and coastal
hazards inclusive of climate
change, sea-level rise,
hurricanes, and tsunamis.
• Support the professional
development of chapter
members and the education of
students and community
members through meetings,
newsletters, publications,
workshops, and regional

The HSBPA Annual Meeting is scheduled for January 12,
2018. It will be held on Oahu at the UH Manoa campus in
HIG 210. All are welcome!

HSBPA is Working Hard!
It's been a while since you've heard from us, but there has
been lots of activity. Highlights in this newsletter issue
include:
1. A message from our first (and now former) HSBPA
President, Chris Conger. Chris highlights some
accomplishments from 2016 and into 2017.
2. A message from our new HSBPA President, Dolan
Eversole. Dolan highlights some accomplishments from
2017 and looks ahead at some of our goals for 2018.
3. A brief story about the "King Tides" of 2017 by Brad
Romine.
4. A brief story about citizen science efforts for the Hawaii
and Pacific Islands King Tides Project.

A Message from Former
President, Chris Conger
Aloha,
The Hawaii Shore and Beach Preservation Association
(HSBPA) had a very productive and successful year in
2016. Our chapter targeted two key projects for the year
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• Engage the community and
relevant organizations to
identify partnerships, projects,
and research needs relating to
coastal and beach
preservation in Hawaii.
• Review and comment on
laws, regulations, programs,
projects, and funding
pertaining to Hawaii’s beaches
and coastal environments.

and we collectively focused our efforts to those ends: the
IUCN conference in September 2016, and our Hawaii
beaches report card. Capping off our year was the annual
meeting in December 2016, where we wrapped up 2016
and set our course for 2017.
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Our primary effort in 2016 was the workshop on Living
Shorelines in the Tropics, as part of the International
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) conference that
was held in Honolulu, Hawaii. The IUCN holds these
conferences once every four years, and the competition to
get a place at the table was tremendous. This was truly
an “all hands on deck” event for us. HSBPA partnered
with the Hawaii Department of Land and Natural
Resources, University of Hawaii, University of the West
Indies, University of Massachusetts, The Nature
Conservancy, National Disaster Preparedness Training
Center, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
and the Environmental Defense Fund to successfully craft
a workshop topic and agenda. The workshop explored
various techniques that incorporate natural and modified
shoreline environments, which can be used for shoreline
stabilization. These techniques ranged from beach
nourishment, to artificial reefs, to smart coastal community,
building, and infrastructure design, to mangrove stands,
and beyond. The workshop employed presentations,
hands on experiments, and small group discussions to
explore the topics being presented and gather anecdotal
accounts of successful and unsuccessful attempts the
audience was knowledgeable of or had participated in.
A second project for the Chapter was initiated in 2016.
HSBPA is preparing a Hawaii beaches report card in a
joint effort with Surfrider. This report will summarize in
very simple terms the state of the beaches on each main
Hawaiian Island and provide an update on major coastal
events that occurred in that year. The report will be an
important way to communicate with Hawai‘i elected
officials on the status of Hawaii's beaches, which can
complement the Surfrider State of the Beaches report.
In addition, HSBPA continues to engage local legislators,
with a focus on the annual Hawaii State Legislative
Session. HSBPA provided information and technical
advice on several bills related to the coastline in 2016 and
2017.
Looking into 2017, our Chapter set several objectives
during the annual meeting. The annual meeting is a
unique opportunity for our core team to step back,
evaluate our performance and our goals, and critically
evaluate what we want to do and what we can do. With
limited financial and manpower assets, we strive once
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again to do “less but better”. The objectives we set out are
intended to keep our volunteer organization centered on
several core projects, helping us refine our efforts without
being pulled into too many directions.
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Two of these objectives are continuations of ongoing
efforts: Legislative assistance, and the Hawaii beach
report card. The third is refining our member engagement
and outreach, including our Chapter Newsletter to
document the efforts of the Chapter, our members, and
our affiliate organizations. Additional work includes our
transition from the original website to the ASBPA hosted
national website, where we have a presence as a Chapter
organization. The fourth objective is fundraising. This is
always a hard task for volunteer organizations, especially
those composed of working professionals. One avenue
we agreed to investigate in the coming year is hosting
another technical workshop. We could include a small
admission fee to cover costs and start a small revenue
stream.
The past several years were an excellent showcase of all
the multitalented individuals in the Chapter. Members
rose to the occasion at each turn, and the final product for
our efforts was truly astounding given our limited
resources. Though I am turning over the helm to Dolan
Eversole, who is a talented leader and well placed in the
heart of coastal issues in Hawaii, I will be staying on the
Executive Committee as Vice President. I sincerely
appreciate the opportunity you have provided me to serve
our Chapter and our community, and I look forward to what
we can do as a group in the coming years.
Mahalo nui loa,
Chris Conger

A Message from Current
President, Dolan Eversole
Aloha HSBPA Members,
I want to thank each of you for your support and
participation in the Hawaii Shore & Beach Preservation
Association (HSBPA). You have been an integral part in
making HSBPA a stronger technical, scientific and policy
voice for Hawaii’s beaches and coastlines. I’d like to
acknowledge and congratulate Chris Conger on his
founding Presidency and tenure as Chapter President for
the last three years. Through Chris’s leadership and
strategic vision, we have created a strong membership
with a focused mission to do “less but better.” I plan to
continue the theme of remaining strategically focused on a
few key efforts that will result in significant outcomes and
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accomplishments. Chris continues to provide valuable
support as an HSBAP Executive Committee Vice
President member.
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I would like to take this opportunity to welcome and
recognize our new incoming HSBPA Board members
Tiffany Anderson and Patti Cadiz as our two new At Large
Board Members. I’d also like to thank Matt Barbee,
our outgoing At-Large Board member. This rounds out the
2017/2018 composition of HSBPA Board:
Executive Committee
Dolan Eversole, President
Chris Conger, Vice President
Andy Bohlander, Secretary
Andrew Wycklendt, Treasurer
Island Board Members
Oahu - Brad Romine, PhD
Maui - Tara Owens
Hawaii Island - Chuck Blay, PhD
Kauai - Ruby Pap
At-Large Directors
Tiffany Anderson, PhD
Patti Cadiz
Mike Foley
Rob Porro
Rob Walker
The HSBPA has brought together various members of the
coastal community to foster dialogue and cooperation on
beach and coastal resource conservation, management,
and regulation. I plan to tap into the considerable depth of
experience within our Board of Directors and membership
to provide key review and feedback on coastal projects
and legislation. One of the unique qualities and strengths
of the HSBPA is the depth of knowledge on coastal
management and project experience of our membership,
specifically the technical, policy and practical
understanding of various coastal management options. I
plan to explore our role as a chapter in providing
expert review and feedback on coastal management
projects our membership find relevant and important. I
welcome your feedback and expertise on coastal projects
you feel are in the HSBPA “wheelhouse” and offer an
opportunity for us to provide important information on.
Looking back at the HSBPA’s achievements in 2016 and
2017, I foresee sustained focus on three key focus areas:
1. Outreach and communication to our members will
continue primarily through our electronic newsletter. The
newsletter is a great way to engage all the membership
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and provide a forum to communicate important events.
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2. Another important ongoing effort is the completion of
the 2017 “Hawai‘i State of the Beach Report Card.” The
HSBPA has established a strategic partnership with the
Surfrider Foundation to develop an annual summary of
seasonal changes, impacts and mitigation responses to
Hawaii’s beaches and coastlines over the previous year.
The report card will be published annually and will include
a summary of natural events (e.g. El Nino) and projects
(e.g. beach improvements). One of the potential
applications we are working towards is for the report to be
included as part of the Surfrider Foundation’s annual
national State of the Beach Report.
3. Legislation and rule making tracking and coastal
project comments. HSBPA was very active during the
2017 session, working closely with State and County
agencies, members of the public, and the private sector to
craft needed testimony for shoreline bills in both the State
Legislature and the City and County of Honolulu Council. I
expect this will continue into 2018 and allow us to provide
important science-based expertise on legislation and rules
that related to coastal and beach management in Hawai‘i.
Looking ahead at the next year, we are investigating
potential fundraising opportunities to support our efforts to
foster informed dialogue on coastal management issues
with key stakeholders in Hawai‘i. One area of interest to
the HSBPA Board is to evaluate potential for hosting a
second coastal management symposium or special
conference following the successful 2014 Beach
restoration Workshop and “Beach Restoration in Hawai‘i:
Challenges and Opportunities” white paper.
I want to thank each of you for your dedication and
willingness to be an active member of the HSBPA. It is
through your collective efforts we have been able to
achieve what have thus far, having laid the foundation for
us to grow as an organization and provide the platform for
the next generation of coastal experts and managers to
effectively deal with the inevitable issues and problems
related to managing the complex coastal environment in
Hawai‘i.
Mahalo Nui Loa,
Dolan Eversole, President
Hawaii Shore & Beach Preservation Association

The “King Tides” of 2017 - A
Vision into Our Near Future
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Elevated water levels along with “king tides” in spring and
summer of 2017 provided a glimpse at our near future
when coastal flooding events will occur more frequently
and severely with continued sea level rise. King tide is a
non-scientific term for the highest astronomical tides of the
year, occurring each year around the summer and winter
solstices due to the Earth’s alignment with the moon and
sun. The University of Hawaiʻi Sea Level Center found
that the 2017 anomalous water levels resulted from an
unprecedented combination of Pacific-wide climate and
ocean variability, ocean eddies with elevated centers
moving through the islands, and global sea level rise on
top of the king tides. This extraordinary combination
resulted in record-high water levels on the Honolulu tide
gauge and caused localized flooding and coastal erosion
throughout the islands in the spring and summer of 2017.
Impacts included beach overwash and erosion at Waikīkī
and flooding of roads and businesses in the Mapunapuna
area of Oʻahu. “Citizen scientists” helped document
flooding impacts around the islands utilizing a smartphone
app and publicly-available photo database through the
University of Hawaiʻi Sea Grant program’s Hawai‘i and
Pacific Islands King Tides Project. The program and
images collected are helping decision-makers and the
public to better understand and visualize Hawaiʻi’s
vulnerability to sea level rise as well as enabling
researchers to validate models of sea level rise and
flooding impacts. More information available at
www.PacificIslandsKingTides.org.

Image: Elevated water levels (orange) surround Hawaii in
early summer 2017. (Credit: University of Hawaiʻi Sea
Level Center)

Hawai‘i and Pacific Islands
King Tides Project:
Citizen Science Documenting
High Water Levels
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Over the summer of 2017, the Hawaiian Islands
experienced record breaking water levels corresponding
with seasonal “King Tides” (the highest astronomical tides
of the year). Today these high water levels are an anomaly
but they provide an important glimpse into the future of
what our shorelines may look like on a more regular basis
in the future with rising sea levels. The Hawai‘i and Pacific
Islands King Tides Project, led by the University of Hawai‘i
Sea Grant College Program, recruits and trains citizen
scientists to photograph the impacts of King Tides and
other high water level events using a free smart phone
App.
Over 200 citizen scientists have participated in the project
submitting 2,400 photo records documenting the local
impacts of high water levels. These photographs have
been used to populate a free publically accessible
database and provide a critical resource for researchers,
policy makers, and community members to better
understand and prepare for the impacts of sea level rise.
The project further sparked community engagement in
conversations about sea level rise, coastal hazards, and
local adaptive capacity with more than 600 people
participating in public workshops and outreach events.
A King Tides Photo Survey in the Hawaiian Islands is
happening now, December 6-7, 2017. For more
information on the project and how to participate as a
citizen scientist visit www.PacificIslandsKingTides.org or
contact kingtide@hawaii.edu.

High water overwashes Ala Moana Beach in Honolulu
during summer 2017 king tides.
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